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We identify two distinct types of
“frivolous” units which constrain
complexity: prunable and redundant
units. Overparameterized deep neural
networks consistently constrain their
complexity via these units. ArXiv

Non-Overfitting Problem

Implications

Unit-Level Autoregularization Results

Prunable units can be dropped out of a network with
little effect on the outputs.

Redundant unit’s activations can be expressed well as
a linear combination of other units.

Different networks develop different levels of
prunability and redundancy.

Without explicit regularization, test
accuracy does not degrade as network
widths increase despite wider networks
having a greater capacity for overfitting.

Frivolous units outpace the growth of the network overall: As reflected by the
minimum gain factor (gmin), as a network’s width doubles, frivolous units tend
to more than double (all). Gains are similar for individual layers (B).

Frivolous units develop even in networks trained on randomly labeled data:
Frivolous units imply capacity constraints, but not generalization (C).

Trends are consistent under explicit regularization: Autoregularization may
affect unit-level complexity differently than explicit regularization (D).

Initialization and dataset influence the emergence of frivolous units:
Initialization variance and data dimensionality influence these units (E-F).

Non-overfitting: Overparametrized
networks constrain complexity via
frivolous units.
Interpretability: Frivolous units may be
difficult to interpret.
Compression: Algorithms which target
multiple compressible motifs are needed.

Main Finding
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Prunability can be measured by robustness to random
ablations.

Redundancy can be measured by linear analysis.
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